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Success is a Journey, Not a DestinationThe Way of The Karma Yogi is based on the principle

that the key to unlocking personal and professional mastery and living an extraordinary life lies

in taking simple and small daily aligned actions and cultivating a detachment towards the

outcomes that we get.This book is a distillation of the fundamental success principles that will

guide to live a meaningful and fulfilled life with respect to work, relationships, and beyond. This

easy-to-use, step-by-step guide allows you to bring consistency in your actions and inspires to

progress forward leaving mediocrity behind. If you're serious about living an extraordinary life,

get started with The Way of The Karma Yogi to attract the success you want. You will find

strategies including: • How to tap into the mystical power of your subconscious mind and

triumph over your fears and limiting beliefs • Eradicating your bad habits that are derailing your

progress, and building new, healthier ones • How to cultivate perennial inspiration -- how to

step outside your comfort zone and enter new realms of success • Leveraging the life-changing

force of momentum and becoming unstoppable • Understanding the way superachievers

function and how they unlock their innate genius • How to invest in yourself and ensure the well-

being of your body, mind, and spirit • Adding significant value to others, creating a meaningful

impact on the world and leaving an enduring legacy

From Gerald Early, The Figure in the Carpet (Oct. 2012):"These are deliciously entertaining

tales about Rachel Gold, St. Louis's own determined and clever Jewish lawyer with, as one of

her associates put it, 'sexy legs.' As the author describes her, she is a 'lawyer's lawyer,' the

kind any distressed client dreams of having: dedicated, amazingly smart, and morally infallible--

that is, if she takes your case, you are clearly on the right side of whatever principle is at stake."
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                    The Way of the Karma Yogi   Parth Sawhney

For Umesh Sawhney, my father, my constant companion, who always stood by me

and showered me with his unconditional love and support. For Darren Hardy, my mentor, who

taught me, amongst many things, the principles of the Compound Effect and the importance of

showing up every day through his example.  

Message from the Author I would like to express a deep appreciation to you for

choosing this book and I'm immensely grateful that it is in your hands. The Way of the Karma

Yogi is an amalgamation of the ancient philosophy of Karma Yoga and the life-changing ideas,

insights and inspiration that I have gathered in my journey of self-education and personal

development so far. I wrote this book over a two-year period. I faced some major personal and

professional challenges during this time but I'm glad I made it through. Writing and completing

this book kept me inspired during those difficult times. It became a deep spiritual process

where a responsibility higher than my own needs propelled me to continue in spite of the

obstacles that came my way. This wonderful creative journey energized me to continue taking

the required actions and helped me keep moving forward every single day. I encountered times

when I struggled to move ahead and also occasions where words flowed easily and effortlessly

onto the white space. There were times when I felt creatively depleted and exhausted but

somehow as I focused on being patient, showing up every day, and surrendering to the flow of

the Universe, things started aligning again and I was able to attain the clarity that I required to

progress forward. The completion and release of this book feels surreal as I have invested a

great amount of time, energy and attention to handcraft this book for you. And I feel happy,

satisfied and relieved now that it is out. I gave all that I could while writing this book. And I

would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to all the beautiful people near and far who stood

with me through the completion of The Way of The Karma Yogi. I tried to compress as much

meaningful information and inspiration in the pages of this book as I could to ensure that it

serves you and the expression of your gift and your legend. My deep hope is that this book

ignites a personal and professional revolution in your life and enhances your creativity,

performance, productivity, prosperity and contribution to the world taking you further in your

success journey. The world needs the hero within you and it needs the expression of the gift

that you have been bestowed upon with. I'll be honored if this book ends up becoming a part of

your personal library and your quick go-to guide for re-calibrating to the success mindset as

you go ahead in your journey. I recommend reading this book once from start to finish, and

once you're done, think of it as a buffet for your further reads. Keep coming back to this book

whenever you get a chance. As Robin Sharma has so eloquently put: "Education is inoculation

to disruption. As you learn more, you can achieve more." Treat this book as a choose-your-own-



inspiration guide, because that's the way I have written it. This book is not one-size-fits-all. I

expect you to let go of the material that doesn't interest or inspire you and hold on to what

resonates most with you and apply that in your everyday life. Wisdom is timeless. The

fundamentals to living an extraordinary life will never change and our success becomes

inevitable when we choose to align our actions with them. I'm a big believer in doing the actions

and behaviors that enhance our success and help us grow on a daily basis. As Jim Rohn

points out, "Success is nothing more than a few simple disciplines, practiced every day." If we

truly want to transform our lives, then learning is not enough; we need to practice it as well. We

can seek inspiration from Marcus Aurelius, the great Roman emperor, who reflected daily on

the essential tenets of philosophy by writing personal notes to himself. In this way, he

persuaded himself every single day to stay on the right path by repeating to himself his

observations and the lessons he learned. As Tony Robbins has rightly said, "Repetition is the

mother of skill". We can change our core beliefs and enhance our mental, physical, emotional

and spiritual skill set by repeating the important learnings to ourselves and applying them

consistently in our daily life. Once you are done reading this book, I would be grateful if you pay

forward by recommending it to your loved ones. As you will learn in the following pages,

cultivating a discipline to serve and contribute will not only help the humanity but it will also add

significant value, meaning and purpose to your life as well. I created The Way of The Karma

Yogi because it's the book that would have served me the greatest in my early years. In a way,

it's the book that I wanted my entire life. I sincerely hope you enjoy reading it as much as I

enjoyed writing it, and it adds immense value to you, your life, and your never-ending journey of

success.  Peace + Love,Parth Sawhney

"For what it's worth, it's never too late to be whoever you want to be... I hope you live a

life you're proud of, and if you find you're not, I hope you have the strength to start over again." �

F. Scott Fitzgerald "Don't live as though you were going to live a myriad years. Fate is hanging

over your head; while you have life, while you may, become good." � Marcus Aurelius "Do not let

your fire go out, spark by irreplaceable spark in the hopeless swamps of the not-quite, the not-

yet, and the not-at-all. Do not let the hero in your soul perish in lonely frustration for the life you

deserved and have never been able to reach. The world you desire can be won. It exists.. it is

real.. it is possible.. it's yours." � Ayn Rand          

Introduction Becoming a Karma Yogi Karma Yoga is a journey of dedicated work

towards fulfilling our goals, but in this path, we focus on actions and let go of our attachment

towards results that we get. Instead, the results are renounced as a spiritual offering rather

than using them to boost our ego. As we read in the Bhagavad Gita, one of Hinduism's most

sacred scriptures: Whatever your action,Food or worship;Whatever the giftThat you give to

another;Whatever you vowTo the work of the spirit...Lay these alsoAs offerings before Me. As

humans, we always work towards an end goal in our mind. We do certain actions because we

want to feel happy or make others happy, to get a sense of accomplishment and pride that we

have succeeded in spite of obstacles. But even though, we achieve our desired results, the

happiness is short-lived. There is a void within us that is still not filled, and we direct our mind

towards fulfilling another bigger and audacious goal. We channel our energies and focus on

accomplishing this new goal now. But in reality, this cycle never ends. And while in this painful

journey of achieving something, all the time our minds are restless. We lose our patience and

are never satisfied until we reach our destination. So essentially we are never happy and

satisfied, whether we achieve a goal or not. The human nature is such that we always are



expecting something in return and when we do not get that gratification, we feel defeated and

unfulfilled. So how do we break this pattern, and add more joy to this journey of inching toward

a truly successful life? This is where the concept of Karma Yoga can help us achieve some

peace and a state of calmness within us while we are still hustling hard but not seeing

significant results. The goal is to detach our ego from the results and just focus on doing

actions. We can gain clarity and solace in the words of Marcus Aurelius: "Those obsessed with

glory attach their well-being to the regard of others, those who love pleasure tie it to feelings,

but the one with true understanding seeks it only in their own actions." We have to see the

bigger picture and not get bogged down by disappointment in our progress. On the contrary,

we should also not let instant massive successes fuel our ego and mislead us from our path. At

its core, we have to develop a belief that we are enough for being who we are. Our identity

should not rely on external factors like accumulating material things, money, or getting our

desired and most coveted results. It is detaching from those things and reconnecting with

ourselves. The key is to live a balanced life, not getting obsessed either with the pleasure of

results that we get or the pain due to lack of our progress. As Ryan Holiday and Stephen

Hanselman have beautifully articulated this truth in the book The Daily Stoic: "Our ambition

should not be to win but to play with our full effort. Our intention is not to be thanked or

recognized, but to help and to do what we think is right. Our focus is not on what happens to us

but how we respond. In this, we will always find contentment and resilience." On the flip side,

as humans we are inherently lazy, so following the path of Karma Yoga does not mean that

because we are detached from results, we do not have to obtain them at the first place. This is

a corrupt mentality and we will end up going on a downward spiral path, and fail miserably. At

our core, we identify an intention, set up goals, and go all out in achieving them, but at the

same time, are not blinded by the desire of experiencing those results. We should work

towards reaching the outcome we want, but still be outcome independent, not letting us

achieving the outcome define us. In this age of instant gratification, if we are always expecting

instant results, we end up cultivating restlessness and are disappointed in our progress. This

never does any good to either us or our well-being. If followed correctly, the path of Karma

Yoga can give us a true sense of happiness and profound joy. In a nutshell, a Karma Yogi is

someone whose actions or karma are fueled by intent, not by desire. You are a Karma Yogi if

you focus on doing your actions in a disciplined manner, work on learning and developing

yourself and let the chips fall wherever they may. As stated by Krishna in the Bhagavad Gita,

this statement explains the concept of Karma Yoga beautifully and in reality is a good mindset

to cultivate:"Karam kar, phal ki ichcha mat kar.", which literally translates to: "Do your duty

without thinking about the outcome." Once we decide to design a lifestyle based on the

concept of Karma Yoga and become a Karma Yogi in true essence, life becomes effortless,

and we are able to find the much-needed peace within us. Three Principles to

Remember "There is no magic bullet, secret formula, or quick fix. Success is not a result of

grand acts of bravery, quantum leaps or heroic feats. Success is earned in the moment to

moment decisions that in themselves make no visible difference whatsoever, but the

accumulated compounding effect is profound."— Darren Hardy "...And that's really important:

you have to optimize daily. Consistency really is the DNA of mastery. And small, daily,

seemingly insignificant improvements when done consistently over time yield staggering

results. Please remember that great companies and wonderful lives don't happen by sudden

revolution. Nope. They materialize via incremental evolution. Tiny, daily wins and iterations

stack into outcomes of excellence, over the long-term. But few of us have the patience these

days to endure the long game. As a result, not many of us ever become legends."— Robin



Sharma Our current society and the tech giants tempt and cajole us day in and day out to

pursue immediate gratification. We are bombarded with so many noises and voices in our

everyday life that we start fantasizing overnight success. These days, we can buy an item on

Ebook Tops with one click and watch any show or movie we want on Netflix and other

streaming platforms by just pressing a few buttons. We get instant responses and likes,

reactions, hearts etc. from people on messaging apps and social media. But these innocuous

seeming instant pleasures and luxuries that give us quick results and rapid highs come with a

heavy price. We distance ourselves from patience, perseverance, grit and excellence. The

repetitive marketing messages as well as the insta-solutions that we get every day distort our

sense of what it really takes to succeed. We start hoping for instant favorable results in all

aspects of our life. We take certain actions in order to attain the results that we have been

promised, but when we don't experience them, we get frustrated and disappointed. Through

this book, I want to reacquaint you with the essential fundamentals of what it takes to attract

true success. That's the core of what I'm trying to convey to you. There's too much mental,

physical and spiritual noise that we constantly face every single day that paints this world in a

negative light and takes us away from our true essence and potential. My intention is to clear

the unnecessary clutter and demystify the truth. There are thousands of personal development

and self-help books published every year that teach "life hacks", "secrets" and "tricks" to make

you more successful in an instant. People get enchanted and this breeds a herd of personal

development junkies that are hypnotized by climbing the lofty mountain of success and

reaching the coveted summit. But success is not something you achieve, it's something you

attract and the key lies in become a better person. As Jim Rohn instructs, "Success is not to be

pursued, it is something you attract by the person you become." Success is not about doing

10,000 things well. There are just a handful of things that need to be done well, and done

10,000 times over, to become successful. Success is about mastering a few core

fundamentals, and acting in accordance with them, again and again. As we repeat our actions

— guided by these success fundamentals — consistently over an extended period of time, the

rewards that we get in return are extraordinary. The core message that I want to convey

through this book and my work overall can be distilled into the following three principles. These

are timeless truths and crystal clear insights that when applied will help you unlock your

personal and professional prowess and guide you to living a remarkable and exceptional

life. Principle 1: Focus on your actions, not the outcomes Most of us think that in order to

achieve extraordinary success, we need to constantly focus on the results that we are getting

and use them to measure our progress. Although this strategy may work in the short term, in

the long run it's not optimal. When we start focusing our energy and attention less on the

results but more on processes or behaviors involved, we feel more successful and happier,

even if we don't get our desired outcomes. As I discussed earlier, we humans are not always

satisfied with our present circumstances. As our wants and desires increase, so does the

pressure of achieving outcomes. We believe that when we attain our desired results, only then

we'll have a truly successful life; and that the key to a better future is getting better results. But

if we operate in this way, we focus more on selfish gains rather than doing the right actions. We

become anxious and overwhelmed when we don't attain results and the extrinsic success

through which people measure our worth. We become more concerned with what people think

about us, instead of trusting our instincts, believing in ourselves and thinking about ourselves

and our happiness. When we focus on the process, not the end goal, we start living in the

present and feel satisfied. We let go of any distractions and shiny objects that hinder our focus

and our progress. When we operate with results in our mind, we operate in a selfish manner



and look at success as a 'prize'. We distance ourselves from our humanness and goodness. In

addition, we get stuck in the negative loop of 'comparison and competition' that deteriorates us

and our well-being. As a result, we constantly feel anxious and overwhelmed as we pursue our

desired outcomes and put unnecessary pressure on ourselves to perform. When we think

exclusively about the outcomes, we start playing safe. We become less willing to take risks and

experiment which may propel us to reaching much better outcomes that the ones we were

actually aiming for. When we focus on our actions, it becomes less about winning or losing.

Instead, it becomes more about gaining mastery and getting better day by day. We become

more experience-focused, instead of being driven by stuff and the shiny accoutrements. As we

let go of the distractions and disturbances and the tension whether we are going to get our

desired result or not, we focus on conquering ourselves and doing our best bit for the day. The

truth is that results are never in our control, what we control are our actions and our attitude. A

great reminder to keep us grounded in our daily life is this quote by T.S. Eliot: "For us, there is

only the trying. The rest is not our business." When we don't have the challenge of getting

results dangling above us, we bring the locus of control in ourselves. We get a sense of

empowerment, enhance our self-esteem and elevate ourselves for greater success. We are not

blinded by external results, by the shiny accoutrements and prizes, and by the hollow, empty

treasures of the world. We simply focus on doing right, aligned actions and living an intentional

and meaningful life. Things may or may not turn out the way we wanted them to be, but we are

happy that we gave our very best and dedicated ourselves to the process. We've already won

within! If we attach our success to a specific outcome, we'll become frustrated and

disappointed when we don't achieve it. Instead of letting a particular outcome dictate our

happiness, we can simply focus on taking meaningful actions in the best way we can so that

we make progress towards our goal. That will always help us access the happiness

within. Developing an attitude of non-attachment is a key principle taught in the Bhagavad Gita.

As Krishna instructs Arjun, "Desire for the fruits of your work must never be your motive in

working... Renounce attachment to the fruits." He further adds, "Work done with anxiety about

the results is far inferior to work done without such anxiety in the calm of self surrender... They

who work selfishly for results are miserable." He also reminds Arjun that thinking about sense

objects attaches us to sense objects, and as our attachment grows, we become addicted. Our

addiction leads to anger, confusion, and losing touch with what matters the most. We lose a

sense of direction and deviate from our life's purpose. Essentially, Krishna points out that those

who work solely for the sake of acquiring material rewards and possessions are committing a

big mistake. When they overcome hurdles or have their possessions taken away from them

they become angry, bitter and resentful and step away from their natural goodness. As a result,

they lose that equanimity and tranquility of mind which is the foundation of virtue. The Stoics

also believed in the truth that our well-being lies in our actions, and that non-attachment is

essential to virtue. The concept of dichotomy of control guides us to the realization that we only

have control over our actions but not of the outcomes that we get. If we focus on the right

actions and take pleasure from them and let go of achieving our desired outcomes, we

embrace the happiness and tranquility within. In The Daily Stoic, Ryan Holiday and Stephen

Hanselman explain, "If your happiness is dependent on accomplishing certain goals, what

happens if fate intervenes? What if you're snubbed? If outside events interrupt? What if you do

achieve everything but find that nobody is impressed? That's the problem with letting your

happiness be determined by things you can't control. It's an insane risk." The intention behind

our actions is not to get recognized, or achieve fame, wealth or social status, but it is to only do

what we think is right. As Seneca writes in his Moral Letters to Lucilius, "... the wise man



regards the reason for all his actions, but not the results. The beginning is in our own power;

fortune decides the issue, but I do not allow her to pass sentence upon myself." Principle 2:

Think of success as a journey, not a destination Success is all about doing things that you

really love to do and living the lifestyle you truly want to live. Unfortunately, most of us spend a

significant portion of our lives working hard to pursue accomplishments that don't even

resonate with us. Due to societal conditioning, we end up cultivating a false perception of

success. We may well be successful in the eyes of others, but deep down we know we are not

satisfied with our life. A great example is the duo of Joshua Fields Millburn and Ryan

Nicodemus — together called the Minimalists. They had everything they had wished for but

they still felt unhappy and unsatisfied. And this ate them up. Finally, as they tread on the path of

minimalism and living a more intentional life with less, they were able to attain satisfaction with

their pursuits and find meaning in them, becoming successful in true sense. Satisfaction equals

success. As we become more satisfied and as our work and life becoming meaningful and

enriched, we become an instrument of service and a true embodiment of success. So, it's wise

to not watch others, and instead watch ourselves. Because only we hold the key to our success

and our own happiness and genius. We also need to understand that success is not a highly

coveted destination that once we reach, our work is done. It's a constant never-ending journey

that we need to engage in every single day. Attracting success is one thing but sustaining it is a

whole different ball game. You can't spend your life reiterating your past successes. Life keeps

going and we need to strive to work towards garnering new successes every day. As the

popular quote by Winston Churchill goes, "Success is never final. Failure is never fatal. In the

end it's the courage to continue that counts." Most of us work hard, some even work smarter,

and are eventually able to experience and enjoy the coveted peaks of success. But if we lose

our awareness and sense of direction in this process, we let that success inflate our egos and

mess with our mind and our mission. Success is fueled by the momentum of our actions and

our pursuit of excellence. If we let go of them, our momentum will slow down, and our success

will fade away with time. We can find ways to attract people to our businesses and our lives, but

if we stop respecting and honoring them, they will eventually go somewhere else. Success

doesn't mean settling, success means moving forward. Not only do we need to work towards

attaining greater success every single day but we also need to prepare ourselves for it. We can

detach from the achievements that we already have under our belt and keep focusing on our

karma, our actions. Actions fuel success, inaction and procrastination deteriorate it. Don't let

the glory, popularity and attention throw you off your path. You need to show up every day and

give your best to your work, your health, your relationships, your finances, no matter what.

Because when you retire and stop doing the good work, your success retires too. We need to

bring humility into the equation. The ubersuccessful amongst us balance their ambition, drive,

and accomplishments with humility. They stand tall amongst other titans and legends that the

world has seen, yet they are extremely humble. As antithetical as this may sound, this is what

separates them from the rest. No matter how much we grow, if we're not grounded well by our

roots, we will inevitably fall. Humility keeps us both hungry and satisfied at the same time. It

ensures we experience happiness in the present moment, but also inspires us to look forward

to the future. As John Addison remarks, "Walk with your head high and your heart humble and

you'll find the greatest sense of inner peace and wholeness." Nothing fails like success. We are

most vulnerable when we are most successful. And the same applies for our business and our

work. If we're not careful, our success has the potential to incubate complacency, inefficiency

and arrogance. Unfortunately, most of us don't get this truth and sooner or later it leads to our

downfall. To put a spin on the popular Spider-Man phrase, with great success comes great



responsibility. As Robin Sharma points out, "The more successful you and your organization

becomes, the more humble and devoted to your customers you need to be. The more

committed to efficiency and innovation you need to be. The faster you need to play. Because

the moment you stop doing the very things that got you to the top of the mountain is the very

moment you begin the slide down to oblivion." Certain events and outcomes will either inflate

our ego or tear it down, and we need to learn to accept both of them in our success journey. It's

best to stay on the middle ground. Life is a roller coaster ride and it serves us best if we

cultivate a healthy detachment towards what we come across, good or bad. We can't let the

lows drive us too low or the highs tempt us to go too high. Rudyard Kipling expresses this

notion beautifully in the following lines: If you can dream—and not make dreams your master;If

you can think—and not make thoughts your aim;If you can meet with Triumph and DisasterAnd

treat those two impostors just the same...Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it. Principle

3: Strive to become better every single day Becoming a better version of ourselves is a

marathon, not a sprint. It's a renewed commitment that we make every day. Most of us look for

a magic bullet — a radical change — that will help us alleviate our stresses, worries and

obstacles. We all want instant gratification and most of us look for secrets, hacks, tricks and

shortcuts to make everything in our life better right now. But unfortunately this is not how things

happen in life. Progress and improvement takes time. As much as we're seduced by the notion

of 'overnight success', it doesn't exist. All the people that we admire and look up to have spent

years, even decades, mastering their craft. They did not become successful by one giant leap,

but they took small, simple and consistent steps over time. Growth takes time. It takes years for

an acorn to turn into an oak tree. Personal growth and success takes time. And the same

applies in our professional life as well. As Stephen Covey says, "Be patient with yourself. Self-

growth is tender; it's holy ground. There's no greater investment." We need to let go of our

microwave mentality and our pursuit of insta-results. The world, people and media glamorize

success but the truth — that every successful person would attest to — is that the path

towards greater success is hard, long, and sometimes boring, mundane and unexciting. In their

respective journeys, they face failures, disappointments, and loneliness but they keep working

hard and continue with their commitment towards their craft and their mission.The road to

becoming extraordinary and living an exceptional life demands us to constantly work harder

and smarter. We can't wish our way to success, we need to take aligned actions every day and

do the actual work. As Mike Murdock puts it, "You will never change your life until you change

something you do daily." There's no one quick fix to attaining a successful and happy life. We

can't Thanos-snap our pressing problems, sorrows and obstacles and have them turn into dust

and disappear from our lives. We need to put in the work. The only way is through walking the

hard and long route, and keep getting better, even just a little bit, every single day. In his book

The Compound Effect, Darren Hardy instructs us how small, insignificant actions when done

consistently can lead to huge rewards. He mentions the formula: Small, Smart Choices +

Consistency + Time = RADICAL DIFFERENCE Instead of trying to make monumental

changes in a short period of time, we can capitalize the magic of compounding and make small

improvements every day leading us to the changes that we wanted to bring in our life in the

first place. As Brett and Kate McKay of The Art of Manliness point out, "Instead of trying to

make radical changes in a short amount of time, just make small improvements every day that

will gradually lead to the change you want. Each day, just focus on getting 1% better in

whatever it is you're trying to improve. That's it. Just 1%. It might not seem like much, but those

1% improvements start compounding on each other. In the beginning, your improvements will

be so small as to seem practically nonexistent. But gradually and ever so slowly, you'll start to



notice the improvements in your life. It may take months or even years, but the improvements

will come if you just focus on consistently upping your game by 1%." 

The book by Parth Sawhney has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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